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The Federal role in bauA robberie- is a result oflegislation providirng Fuishmaet for roLberics of finan:ialinstitutions operating u tier Federal law or with Feileralinsurance. The legislation was one of a series of antigangaterbills directed at crises perpetrated by organized groups ofGangsters who aove across State lines in committing crimes.However, Federal law enforceent policy calls for restrx :tibeapplication of Federal resources in areai of concurrentjurisdtction. Findingjs/Conclusions: In spite of this policy,the practices of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) andU.S. attorneys relating to bank robberies have resulted in asubordinate role for loccal authorities. In fiscal year 1977, theFBI applied 8.5S of its investigative resources to investigatingforcible crimes against financial institutions. ?his :ffort wasnot warranted because bank robberies are not aubstantlallydifferent from robberies of other commercial establishments,
bank rcbbers did not generally use sophisticated m+thods ofoperation and few operated beyond the borders of one State, andgang operations were minimal. Solutions to tank robberiesindicated that sost were accomplished with techniques that could
have been performed by local ptlice, and few involved interstate
Jnvestigations. The FBI does havs an advantage in investigatingmultiple bank robberies committed by a single rokber. U.S.attorneys prosecute most bank robbers. The Department ofJustice, in 1975, sought to reduce the Federal role byencouraging deferment cf prosecutions to local authorities whinappropriate. However, U.S. attorneys have ccntinced tc prosecutethe major proportion cf bank robbers and most have not reducedthe Federal role. A reduced Federal role would permit moreattention to other priorities. Recoasmendations: The AttorneyGeneral should direct the FBI to ertablish and carry cut a plauwhich would provide that, after a reasonable transition period,the FBI's involvement in tank robberies would generally belimited to assisting police by serving as a clearinghouse forlinking bank robberies in various jurisdictions and aiding ininterstate investigations of bank robberies. Be should also



establish prosecutive %uidelinae for bank rokbery tc ninimizeFederal prosecution eeept in cases where Federal proceduresfacilitate Frosecutlon. (H.'2)
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BY THE COMPTROLLER GENERAL

Report To The Congress
OF THE UNITE-D STAES 

Bank Robbery--The FederJl
Law Enforcemrent Role
Should Be Reduced

The Federal Government has long assumed
the dominant role for baiik robbery investi-
gations and prosc'cutions despite the intent of
the Congress tnat Stuat and local authorities
maintain primary responsibility in this area
end Justice )epartment policy which calls for
a conservative use of Federal fu,nds arid per-
sonMiel where there is concureint Federal-
StJte jurisdiction.

GAO's analysis and discussions with Federal.
State, and local law enforcement officials
showed that bank robberies ( - not represent
a unique problem for law enforcement in the
United States and that local jurisdictions
generally could assunme greater investigative
and prosecutive responsibility. Peducing the
Federal role in bank robberies would permit
the Federal Bureau of Investigation to devote
more attention to such priorities as organized
crime, white collar crime, and foreign coun-
terintellig nce.
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COMPTROLLR GENERAL OF TIWE UNITED BATES| y/. WASHINGTC'N, D.C. a04R

B-:79296

To ti:e President of the Senate and the
Speaker of the House of Representatives

This report discusses the divergence of Federal policyand practice with regard to the investigation and prosecu-tien of bank robberies. It also comments on the abilityof State and local law enforcement.to assume a greaterportion of the efforts to combat these crimes. Recommen-dations are made to the Attorney General.

We undertook the review of Federal efforts to combatbank robberies because it represents a significant portionet iB1 investigative effort and because it provides anexcellent starting point for considering the relationshipof Federal to State and local law enforcement.

Our review was made pursuant to the Bucget and Accountin9Act, :921 (31 U.S.C. 53), and the Accounting and Auditing Actof 1950 (31 U.S.C. 67). A special interest in the reviewwas expressed by the Chairman of the Subcorlmittee on Civiland Constitutional Rights, House Committee on the Judiciary.
We are sending copies of this report to the Director,

Office of Management anC Budget; the Attorney General; andthe Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation

Comptroller General
of the United States



COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S BANK ROBBERY--THE FEDERALREPORT TO THE CONGRESS LAW ENFORCEMENT ROLE
SHOULD BE REDUCED

DIGEST

Tile Federal Government should reduce its
investigations and prosecutions of bankrobbery crime in the United States andredirect its energies from these purposes
L- areas such as organized crime, whitecollar crime, and foreign counterintelli-
gence.

Despi,-e a Federal law enforcement policywhich has consistently called for a testric-tive apiplication of Federal resources inareas of concurrent jurisdiction, the FBI
and U.S. attorneys have established inves-tigative and prosecut~ve practices relating
to bank :obberies, resulting in local -j-thorities playing a subordinate role.
(See pp. I to 3.)

Bank robberies do not represent a uniqueproblem for law enforcement and local juris-dictions generally could assume a greater
investigative and prosecutive burden.

Local police authorities generally are satis-fied with the current Federal role, as it
allows use of their limited resources fcrother needs. However, the additional work-load resulting from a reduced Federal bankcrime role would be small for most policeagencies. (See pp. 22 to 23.)

The FBI and U.s. attorneys also have limitedfunds and staff. They share national prior-
ities of organized crime and white collarcrime, while the FBI also has responsibilityfor foreign counterintelligence. The Direc-
tor of the FBI has said that more of its at-tention needs to be directed to these prior-
ities.

The cost of the current Federal role in bankcrime investigation and prosecution is shownby the following:

GGD-78-87
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In fiscal year 1977 the FBI applied 8.5 per-
cent of its investigative resources to in-
vestigating forcible crime? against finan-
cial institutions. In turn, U.S. attorneys
prosecute most bank robbers, with the result
that over 23 percent of the Federal prison
population are convicted bank robbers.

The Attorney General also said recently the *

routine offenses which can be investigates
equally well by Federal or local authorities
should be left to lcal law enforcement
agencies.

While the Federal rcle in bank robberies can
and should be substantially reduced, it may
be useful to alter the role gradually to min-
imize the potentially dis uptive effects on
some local agencies. Likewise the ultimate
balance between the Federal, State, and local
law enforcement efforts may also vary due to
varying circumstances in State and local
jurisdictions.

GAO's observations and conclusions are based
primarily on an analysis of 230 bank robbery
cases randomly selected from 1,462 bank rob-
bery investigative matters closed during
fiscal year 1977. Its work was carried out
at FBI field offices in Charlotte, Cleveland,
Dallas, Detroit, Houston, Los Angeles, and
Philadelphia. These jurisdictions accounted
for 27 percent u£ the Nation's total bank
robberies during fiscal year 19/7.

WHY BANK ROBBERIES DO NOT
WARRANT THE PRESENT FBI EFFORT

Law enforcement officials generally charac-
te::ized bank robberies as little Jifferent
frcm robberies of other commercial estab-
lisLtments. Bandits in GAO's sample cases
generally had prior criminal backgrounds,
but their methods of operation usually were
not sophisticated and few operated beyond
the borders of one State.

Nearly 65 percent of the 237 identified rob-
bers involved in our sample had been pre-
viously convicted of crimes--principally
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robbery, burg1ary, ai. drug offenses. While
9 percent had previously been convicted sp'-cifically for bank robbery, 31 percent onthe robbers in our sample had been involved
in tour or more bank robberies.

Drug use was also quite prevalent in the
criminal history of the bandits. FBI recor'sindicated that 42 percent of the bank robbers
In our sample were drug users.

Despije the criminal background of many ban-
dits, most bank robberies were of a rela-tively uncomplex 7nature indicating th t
planning was not very extensive and gang
operations were minimal.

The 230 bank robberies showed that banditsin the mlajority o~ cases

-- acted alone (72 percent);

--were not disguised or wore only a hat
and/or sunglasses (53 percent);

-- attempted to rob only one teller
(57 percent); and

-- did not indicate any awareness of bank
security devices such as alarms, bait
money, or dye packs (67 percent).
(See p. 7.)

In addition, only 17, or 7.2 percent, of the237 bandits involved committed robberies inmore than 1 State.

The FBI and police solved 83 percent, or 191,of GAO's sample cases. These 191 solutions
were accomplished through straightforward
investigative techniques, the same as local
police could perform if they applied suffi-
cient resources.

Straightforward techniques which figured inevery solution included such routine actions
i3as
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-- quick law enforcement response resulting
in capture of the bandit(s) at the crime
scene or during the attempted getaway,

-- followup of leads available at or in the
vicinity of the crime scene, and

-- followup of tips. (See pp. 16 to 19.)

Interstate investigations did not play a
major role in solving our sample bank rob-
beries. Only 9 of the 191 solutions were
facilitated by interstate investigation.
Thus, the FBI's nationwide jurisdiction
and organization were not vital to most
bank robbery solutions.

The FBI's investigetive scope, transcending
local jurisdictions, does place it in an
advantageous position to link bandits to
multiple bank robberies through comparison
of physical descriptions and methods of oper-
ation.

Linking bandits to multiple robberies offers
several advantages:

--Investigative effort in several cases may
be focused against a single robber or group
of robbers, thus saving investigative time.

-- Many cases may be removed from an unsolved
status through the identification of a
bandit.

--A stronger prosecutive case may be possible.

FBI and police efforts to link bandits to
multiple robberies removed 74 cases (39 per-
cent) from an unsolved status in the GAO
sample. Even with a reduced investigative
role, GAO believes the FBI could continue
to assist State and locals by linking
bandits to multiple robberies.

If the FBI were to reduce its role, local
police officials generally indicated that
their agencies could assume a greater inves-
tigative responsibility. However, several
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officials said their agencies wo'ud have to
apply additional police officers and e4uip-
ment.

Although the agents in charge of two of the
seven FBI field offices GAO reviewed favored
a reduced FBI investigative role, other FBI
officials were generally opposed to this.
These officials speculated that the number
of bank robberies would increase substan-
tially once criminals became aware of a re-
duced FBI role. This concern would appear
unfounded if, as appears likely, the prob-
ability of apprehension remains essentially
unchanged and would-be robbers perceive no
significant change in' the risks associated
with bank robbery.

U.S. ATTORNEYS HAVE DONE LITTLE TO
REDUCE THE FEDERAL PROSECUTIVE ROLE

In 1975 Justice's Criminal Division sought
to reduce the Federal role in bank robberies
by encouraging U.S. attorneys to defer pros-
ecutions of bank robbers to local authori-
ties when appropriate. The Department recog-
nized that the Federal role exceeded both the
congressional intent and the Federal interest.

Nevertheless, most apprehended bank robbers
continued to be prosecuted federally unless
the subjects were juveniles, mentally incom-
petent, or involved in a more serious local
violation. U.S. attorneys prosecuted 77
percent of the identified bank robbers in
GAO's sample. To date only two of the eight
U.S. attorneys GAO reviewed have taken ac-
tion to reduce the Federal role. (See
pp. 25 to 27.)

With one exception, local prosecutors gen-
erally believe that their agencies could
handle the prosecution of bank robbers should
the Federal involvement lessen. (See pp. 27
to 28.)
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RECOMMENDATIONS

The Attorney General should direct the PBI
to establish and carry out a plan to minimize
the Federal investigative involvement in bank
robberies. The plan should provide that,
after a reasonable transition period, the
FBI's involvement in bank robberies would
generally be limited to assisting police by

-- serving as a clearinghouse for linking bank
robberies in various jurisdictions and

-- aiding in interstate investigations of bank
robberies.

The Attorney General should also establish
prosecutive guidelines for bank robbery to
minimize Federal prosecution except in cases
where Federal procedures facilitate prosecu-
tion.

AGENCY COMMENTS

The Department of Justice generally
agreed (see ch. 6 and app. I) with GAO's
basic conclusion that the Federal role
in the investigation and prosecution of
bank robberies within Federal jurisdic-
tion should be reduced. The Department,
however, did not fully agree with GAO's
recommendations if they are construed
or intended to eliminate the discretion
of the U.S. attorneys or remove the
FBI from the realm of bank robbery in-
vestigations.

GAO did not intend that uniform and rigid na-
tional guidelines he established. GAO recog-
nizes that local conditions vary and, there-
fore, flexibility in Federal investigative
and prosecutive approaches is desirable.
However, GAO believes that the current Fed-
eral role in bank robbery investigations
and prosecutions exceeds and will continue
to exceed the role intended by the Congress,
unless the Department of Justice strongly
encourages State and local law enforcement
officials to take a more active role in bank
robbery investigations and prosecutions.
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The Departmen' also said that the favorable
level of success achieved through the co-operative efforts of the FBI and the locallaw enforcement agencies would certainly
diminish if the FBI restricts its activi-
ties to that of a clearinghouse for bankrobbery investigations.

GAO's recommended role does not preclude
the FBI from responding to each bank rob-bery, especially during the transition
period, if it believes this is necessary.
GAO believes that, in most locations, theinitial response to the scene should beminimal. After a period of operating
at this reduced level, the investigative
experience may indicate that further
reductions in the Federal effort may be
feasible.

GAO believes the report's recommendations
offer a proper goal for the ultimate Federal
response to bank robberies, considering thenature of the crimes, the methods of solu-
tion, and Attorney General policy statements
regarding the appropriate Federal role rela-tive to State and local jurisdictions. Un-less a clear, broad goal is established pro-viding direction and unless specific steps
toward achieving the goal are implemented,
GAO believes efforts to reduce the Federal
response may falter.

Tear Ibht
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTIOE

At a time when the Congress is considerina the Federal
law enforcement role relative to that of State and localjurisdictions, we sought to provide information on whichto base policy decisions. We began with a review of bankrobbery investigations, devoting specific attention to the

-- nature of the bank robbery crime,

--investigative efforts of police and
tne Federal Bureau of Investigation, and

-- prosecutive practices of local and Federal
prosecutors.

The information and conclusions in this report arebased on our work at FBI headquarters in Washington, D.C.,and in seven field offices (Charlotte, Cleveland, Dallas,
Detroit. Houston, Los Angeles, and Philadelphia) which wereselected to insure broad geographic and demographic coverage
of the bank robbery problem. These jurisdictions accountedfor 27 percent of the Nation's total bank robberies cduring
fiscal year 1977.

FEDERAL LAW ENFORCEMENT POLICY
RESTRICTS FEDERAL INVOLVEMENT

The Congress passed legislation in 1934 Providingpunishment for robberies of financial institutions operating
under Eederal law or with Federal insurance. 1/ Thelegislation was part of a series of antigangsTer bills pro-
posed by the Department of Justice to provide assistance toState and local authorities in dealing with a specific crimeproblem. The antigangster oills were directed at crimes"* * * perpetrated by organized groups of gangsters who

* * move rapidly from the scene of one crime of violence
to another across State lines * * *. 

1/Title 18, U.S. Code, Section 2113.



£cate and local authorities, however, bear the orimary

responsibility for law enforcement in the United States.

Tnis was recognized by the Attorney General in a Februarv 15,

1934, letter to the Chairman of the Senate Judiciary Com-

mittee. The Attorney General said:

"I have attempted to keep in mind the fundamental

principle of law enforcement--tnat generally

the suppression of crime is tne obligation of

the various States and local political sub-

divisions. It is, of course, on this theory

that the structure of our form of government

was erected and there is no intention to do
violence to this principle."

The House Report, which accompanied the 1934 bank-

related legislation, noted there was no intention that the

Federal Government would supersede State and local autnor-

ities in dealing with bank robberies.

This concept was given more recent expression in a

United States Attorneys Bulletin dated Play 30, 1975. The

bulletin pledged support by the Criminal Division of the

Justice Department for U.S. attornei7s' efforts to encourage

State prosecution of bank robberies. Noting that bank rob-

oeries are matters of great local ccncern, the bulletin

drew support from a letter of April 23, 1974, from the
Attorney General to all U.S. attorneys stating that

"* * * cooperation between Federal and State law enforce-

ment authorities should be 'predicated on Federal efforts

encouraging local prosecution, not only of those cases with

minimal Federal interest, but of all cases with strong state

or local interest.'"

-EDERAL LAW; ENFORCEMENT EFFORTS PREDOMINATE

Despite the clear intent that State and local

authorities bear the primary responsibility for Dank rob-

beri investigations, the Federal Government has assumed the

dominant role. rhe FBI's general policy is to fully inves-

tigate all bank robberies within Federal jurisdiction, which

covers nearly 90,000 financial offices within the United

States. As a result, in fiscal year 1977 the F8T excended

980 work years, or 8.5 percent, of its investigative re-

sources in responding to and investigating forcible crimes

against financial institutions.
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In ad.iition, U.S. attorneys Prosecute most bank

robbers, generally leaving only cases involvinq juveniles

and mientally incompetent subjects to local prosecution.

As a result, over 23 percent of tne Federal prison systems'

22,557 inmates, as of December 31, i977, were convicted cank

robbers.

BAN IROBBERIES ARE A SMALL PORTION

OF rHE TOTAL ROBSBERY PRG3LEM

Desmite a substantial rise in the occurrence of bank

robberies, they remain a small part of the overall robbery

crime problem. Bank robberies increased at a faster rate

from 1967 to 1976 than all robberies and all crime as

shown by the following graph.

TRENDS IN ROBBERIES AND CRIME, 1967 THROUGH 1976

% INCREASE SINCE 1967
20 I~ I I I I I I I 

200 185

150 t BANK ROBBERIES 1

150

100 AIL ROeBERIES 
99

50 ALL CRIME

1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976

CALENDAR YEAR

1/ BANK ROBBERY DATA IS BY FISCAL YEAR

SOURCE: PREPARED BY GAO FROM INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM THE FBI.
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The growth in bank robberies has also increased faster
than the growth in the Danking industry. In 1960 a bank-
ing office nad only 1 chance in 92 of being robbed during
the year. By 1968 the risk increased to 1 in 36. By 1976
the risk had further increased to 1 in 21. However, as
reported by the FBI's Uniform Crime Report, bank roboeries
in 1976 accounted for only 1 percent of the estimated
420,000 robberies committed in the United Stater. In con-
trast, robberies of service stations, liquor stores, and
other commercial establishments made up 26.2 percent of the
total robberies.
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CHAPTER 2

TOIF NAT'£RE OF rANX ROB3ER. CRIF. DOES 4OT

WARRANT THE PRESE.T FEDERAL INVESTIGATIVE EFFORT
Over the years, various rationales have emerged

to justify Federal investigations of bank robberies.A major rationale is that bank robberies are committed
oy organized gangs, often operating beyond the boundariesof one State. Additionally, Dank robbers are viewed bysome to be more experienced and more sophisticated thanother robbers. The fact that bank robberies involvelosses to financial institutions operating under Federallaw or with Federal insurance is a third reason offeredto justify Federal jurisdiction. And lastly, althoughmerely implied as a rreason for Federal involvement, bankrobbery is regarded dS a violent crime.

Our analysis of 230 bank robberies seriously challengesthe rationales offered in justification of the Federalpresence.

BANDITS USUALLY ACT ALONE, WITHIN ONE
STATE, AND WIrHOUT EXTENSIVE PLANNING

Law enforcement officials generally characterized bankrobberies as little different from robberies of other com-mercial establishments. Bandits in our sample cases gener-ally had prior criminal backgrounds out their methoe; ofoperation usually were not sophisticated and few operatedbeyond the borders of one State.

Nearly 65 percent of the 237 identified robbersinvolved in our sample had been previously convicted ofcriines--principally robbery, burglary, and drug offenses.While only 9 percent had previously been convicted specifi-cally for balik robbery, a sizable minority of the robbersin our s3mriL were quite experienced in robbing banks.Prior to apprehension, 31 percent of the bandits in oursaimple had been involved in four or more bank robberies.
As demonstrated by the following examples, some were auiteactive:

--One bandit robbed 25 financial institutions
during a 4-month period. On four different
occasions he robbed two banks the same day.
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-- Another bandit robbed 15 financial institutions
during e 5 1/2-month period.

--A third oandit robbed 16 banks in a 4-month
period.

Drug use was also quite prevalent in the criminal
history of the bandits. Each of the three robbers cited
above was a drug user. Two of these robbers indicated in
interviews with the FBI that their addiction cost $200 per
day. Another bandit involved in six robberies stated that
her haoit cost $850 every 3 days. She had also previously
been imprisoned for two bank robberies. FBI records
indicated that 42 percent of the bank robbers in our sample
were drug users. However, this may understate Irug usage
since the records would not indicate drug usage unless the
subject admitted usage or unless other positive evidence
was developed indicating usage.

Despite the criminal background of many bandits, most
bank robberies were of a relatively uncomplex nature. The
characteristics typical of most Dank robberies in our sample
would indicate that planning was not very extensive and gang
operations were minimal. Tne bandits in the majority of the
robberies

-- acted alone (72 percent);

-- were not disguised or wore only a hat
and/or sunglasses (53 percent);

--attempted to rob only one teller
(57 percent); and

--did not indicate any awareness of bank
security devices, such as alarms, bait money,
or dye packs (67 percent).

In addition, only 17, or 7.2 percent, of the 237 bandits
involved in our sample committed robberies in more than
1 State.

Ine following examples illustrate the nature of most
robberies in our sample:



-- In Cleveland an andisquised suoject
approacned one bank teller and asked for
cnanje. He subsequently simulated a gun,
Pushed a note across the counter and said,
"i want it all now." de handed a Paper
bag to the teller and she put in $2,429.50.
Ihe ran out of the bank and escaDed.

--In L,os Angeles an undisguised subject
approached a teller and stated, "I came
to rob your oank and I have a gun in my
Docket." After obtaining $780 in cash,
the bandit made his getaway. This was
the second time in 4 months that the
subject had robbed tnis bank.

-- In Detroit a subject wearing a hat approached
a teller and presented her with a demand note.
She ignored the note. He then took the demand
note to a second teller. As she proceeded to
get him the money, he had second thoughts and
walked out of the bank without any money.

-- In Greensboro an undisguised subject obtainecd
$4,979 from a single teller by orally threaten-
ing her with a firearm, which he never dis-
played.

Although most of the sample robberies evidenced little
planning and were committed by lone bandits, some were more
sophisticated. Usually, these were committed by groups of
two or more bandits, or gangs as defined by the FBI. For
example:

-- Two bandits robbed a bank of $6,155 in a
Dallas suburb. They had cased the bank
earlier in the day and, just prior to the
robbery, called in a talse accident report
to divert the town's only patrol car. TIhe
bank employees were ordered to hang up
telephones and move to the center of the
bank away from alarms. The subjects escaped
in a vehicle stolen prior to the robbery.
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-- Ian 0aiJascus, OCiio, three bandits entered
a bank wearing ski caps and masks. One
bandit stood guard, the second forced one
teller to empty the tellers' drawers, and
the third bandit iumced over the counter
and took the money frormi the drive-up window
drawer. They escaped with $6,386.

--A Fallston, North Carolina, bank was
robbed of $62,857 by two subjects wearing
ski masks. Employees and uairk customers
were ordered to lie down on ht- floor away
from any alarm buttons. The suL'jects

robbed the vault first, then ep;r J the
tellers' drawers, made their get / in
a stolen car, and later switched to
another vehicle. A third subject drove
the getaway car.

MJNETARY LOSS RESULTING FROM BANK POBBERIES
DOES NiOT THREATEN] FINANCIAL STABILITY

In proposing the original bank robbery crime legisla-
tion, the Justice Department reasoned that

"There would seem to oe no logical
reason why the Federal Government should
not protect tne institutions in which it
is interested from robbery by force and
violence equally as well as from defalca-
tion, embezzlement, and willful misap-
plication of funds."

However, in 1971 the National Commission on Reform of Federal
Criminal Laws, noting the intent of the original legisla-
tion to have the Federal Government aid the States and com-
menting on the lack of jurisdictional restraint regarding
Federal law enforcement policy on bank robberies, said

"Although the actual Federal interest in
most banks (for example, government
insurance through the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corooration) cannot really be
said to be as great as is tne local
interest in protecting local businesses,
including banks, from robbery, State pros-
ecutors throughout the Nation have



deferred to the Federal Government in
prosecution of bank robbery cases, -nd bank
robbery is regarded as r imarily a Federal
cr ine."

wvithout question, protecting financial institutions
operating under Federal law or with Federal insurance is in
the Federal interest. fut this offers little justification
for the present degree of Federal involvement in bank
robbery investigations and prosecutions when considering the
original initent of the Congress.

Further, losses from bank robberies have much less
impact upon the financial stability of financial institu-
tions than do routine operating losses or frauds and embez-
zlements. An official at the Federal Deposit Insurance Cor-
poration indicated there has never been a bank robbery caus-
ing paymert of insurance by the Corporation. The official
noted that bank frauds and embezzlements, however, have
caused some bank failures and have been a major reason that
banks face escalating premiums for insurance against losses.

INCIDENCE OF VIOLENCE IS LOW

Although there is at least an implicit, if not direct,
threat of violence in every bank robbery, the incidence of
violence is relatively low. This results, in part, from
general instructions given by banks to employees to co-
operate witn robbers. Some law enforcement officers cited
a relative lack of violence as a characteristic distinguish-
ing bank robberies from other robberies.

During fiscal year 1977, the FBI recorded a total of
274 acts of violence in the 3,998 bank robberies. In all,
121 persons were injured and 30 were killed. Those killed
included 19 bank robbers.

Physical acts of violence occurred in 27 of the 230
bank robberies we analyzed. In the 27 acts of violence,
7 persons were injured and 2 were killed. The injuries
included one Dank robber, five employees, and one customer.
One police.nan and one bank employee were killed. The
following examples illustrate the violence that occurred.



-- In Philadelphia a lone bandit got into a
scuffle with a customer. Curing the scuffle
the bandit accidentally shot himself.

-- In rante-o, North Carolina, three bandits
bound and gagged a teller and t;iCn killed
ner with a shot through the chest.

--In Caddo Mills, Texas, the bandits took a
bank employee hostage. While being pursued,
they threw her out of the car and shot at
her but mnissed.

In the few cases where employees did not comply
with the robber's demands, the robber left without
causing violence. For example:

--In Philadelphia, after being approached by a
lone bandit with a demand note but no weapon,
the victim teller stalled and did not give
any !nmoney. The bandit became impatient and
left the bank without obtain;ng any money.
After being apprehended by local police for
another crime, the bandit confessed to the
local police that he had attempted to rob the
bank involved.

-- In Dover, Ohio, a bandit approached the teller
window and said, "I want some money." The
teller responded, "Where's your book?" The
bandit put his hand into nis jacket pocket
and said, "This is a stickup." The teller
responded, "You're kidding?" The bandit
answered, "No, I'm not." The teller activated
the alarm and replied, "I can't give you any
money; you don't have a book." The police
arrived while the bandit was conversing with
the teller.
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CHNPTEP 3

THE STRAIGHTFORWARD NATURE OF PANK ROB3BERY

INVESTIGATIONS DOES NOT REQUIRE THE

PRESENT LEVEL OF FBI INVOLVEMENT

Despite Congress' intent that the Federal Government
would supplement State and local efforts in investigating
bank rooberies, the FBI has become the principal investi-
gative agency. The FBI specializes in these investigations
and attaches a high priority to them.

In contrast, the police have a clearly secondary inves-
tigative role. Police do not assign greater priority to bank
robbery investigations than to investigations of other rob-
beries. Although police personnel resources generally sub-
stantially exceed FBI resources, police generally (1) respond
to bank robberies in less strength than the FBI, and (2) leave
the FBI with principal responsibility for investigative
actions oeyond the immediate crime scene. Representatives
of several local police agencies stated that the FBI's will-
ingness to pursue bank robbery investigations allowed them
to use their resources in other ways.

Police and the FBI justify the present FBI role because
the FBI's nationwide jurisdiction facilitates the pursuit
if interstate investigations as well as the ability to link
bandits to multiple robberies, often encompassing more than
one intrastate jurisdiction. While these factors do support
some FBr involvement in bank robbery investigations, our
analysis of bank robbery solutions does not support the
present extent of Federal involvement. The 191 solutions
from our sample were universally accomplished t-rough
straightforward investigative techniques 1/, which we be-
lieve the Local police could nerform if they applied suf-
ficient resources.

1/We use the term "straightforward techniques" to describe
routine investigative actions. These involve the pursuit
of leads readily available at or in the vicinity of the
crime scene or provided suospc?,ently uy tips from citizens.
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THiE FBI PROVIDES THE PRINCIPAL
INVESTIGATIVE EFFORT

The FBI places a high priority on sclvinq all bank
robberies. On the other nand, the local plice generally
treat bank robberies as just another robbery unless there
are injuries or significant losses. Consequently, the FBI
and local police differ substantially in the resources they
apply to investigating bank robberies. In addition, the
FBI's commitment to solving bank robberies enables it to
actively pursue investigations longer than local police
generally consider justifiable in light of their other
investigative priorities.

The FBI specializes in bank robbery
investigations; local police do not

Within each FBI field office, the FBI has a cadre of
bank robbery specialists who are assigned few other inves-
tigative responsibilities. Local police, on the other hand,
assign bank roboery investigations to personnel who have
other substantial investigative responsibilities.

The following table shows the FBI's staff commitment to
bank robbery investigations during fiscal year 1977 for the
seven field offices included in our review.

FBI Work years expended
field Total agents Bank robbery on bank robbery
office assigned specialists investigations

Charlotte 93 5 11.4
Cleveland 155 8 11.3
Dallas 119 4 6.8
Detroit 240 11 17.5
Houston 64 2 2.9
Los Angeles 434 36 31.9
Philadelphia 268 11 11.4

1,373 77 93.2

In addition to the bank roboery specialists, other agents
in each field office and resident agency may be assigned to
bank robbery investigations as a part of their overall
investigative load. This situation occurs frequently during
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the initial resoonse to bank robberirs. Thus, as shown by
the preceding table, more work years are expended on bank
robberies than the work years attributed solely to bank
robbery specialists.

Despite their suostantially larger resources, local
police generally have not established specific groups for
dealing with bank robberies. Bank robberies are considered
along wit: other robberies in assigning investigative re-
sources. Because bank robberies are only a very small part
of the overall robbery problem in tne United States, we be-
lieve they would not add appreciably to workloads of most
police departments. The table below shows the resources of
the larger police departments located within the geographical
jurisdiction of the seven FBI field offices included in our
r eview.

Number
of sworn Number of Number of bank

Department Personnel detectives robbery detectives

Charlotte Police 592 22 0
Cleveland Police 1,906 343 0
Dallas Police 1,996 393 0
Detroit Police 5,824 1,400 0
Houston Police 2,894 330 0
Philadelphia

Police 8,051 503 0
Los Angeles

Police 7,327 1,250 9
Los Angeles County

Sheriff 5,665 562 3

Total 34,255 4,803 12

The larger police departments generally assigned bank
robbery investigations to detectives from their robbery
units. In smaller police departments, bank robbery inves-
tigations were assigned to detectives responsible for all
investigative work or, in one small department, to the chief
of police.

In addition to their otin resources, some local police
can reauest the assistance of State police agencies. This
option appeared particularly viable in Michigan, North
Carolina, and Pennsylvania, as these locations had relatively
large State police agencies. Tnese State agencies were also
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already involved in tne investigations of some bank rob-

beries, primarily in rural areas. Representatives of these

agencies indicated that they could play an even greater role

in investigating bank robberies, if necessary.

FSI has assumed Drincipal
investigative resoonsibility

While both the FBI and local o6lice respond to bank

robberies and jointly participate in the initial investiga-

tion, responsibility tor following up on information obtained

and any further investigative effort is generally left to

the FBI. Representatives of several local police agencies

said tnat the FBI's willingness to pursue bank robbery

investigations allowed them to use their resources in other

ways.

Response to the robbery

Where we could make a determination, the FBI generally

dispatched more personnel to bank robberies than did the

local police. The FBI generally responds in force to all

Dank robberies. In our sample cases, the number of agents

responding ranged from 1 to 21. In most cases, five to nine

agents responded.

The police send one or two patrol units, which generally

are the first to respond to bank robberies. Their objectives

are to close the escape routes, apprehend the bandit(s) if

still in the vicinity, secure the crime scene for processing

by police detectives and the FBI, and obtain descriptions

of the bandits and their getaway vehicles for broadcasting

to other patrol units. Tie police also send one or two de-

tectives to the scene to interview victim tellers and other

witnesses and to gather other evidence. On the average, the

police respond by sending from three to six patrol officers

and detectives.

Initial investigation

While the police role during the initial investigation

is secondary to the FBI's, the police do assist in most

investigative activities. rnese include

--interviewing witnesses to the robbery;

-- obtaining film from surveillance cameras; and
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-- 3earching for and collecting physical evidence,
including processing the bank for fingerprints
of the bandit.

In addition, the FBI and police conduct a neighborhood
search to locate the getaway venicle or witnesses who may
have identified the bandits or their vehicle.

Representatives of several police agencies indicated
that their detectives' principal objective at the crime scene
is to assist the FBI. The police detectives usually process
the scene for fingerprints and often jointly participate
with the FBI in interviewing a few key witnesses. The only
situations in which the police may have the primary
investigative role are robberies in rural areas, where
the FBI's response is sometimes more limited.

Followup investigations

Generally, followup investigation of bank robberies is
left to the FBI. These investigations consist mainly of
pursuing leads obtained during the initial investigation,
reinterviewing witnesses, and displaying photographs to,
or discussing descriptions of bandits with, persons who may
have knowledge of the oandit, such as witnesses, other lo.al
police, informants, parole officials, and prison officials.

Representatives of several local police agencies said
that if an investigative lead did come to their attention,
from an informant for example, the lead would be turned over
to the FBI for investigation. The FBI, in turn, indicated
that it keeps local police informed of the progress of the
investigation.

MOST BANK ROBBERIES CAN BE
SOLVED BY LOCAL POLICE

The FBI's contribution to solving bank robber es is
substantial. According to the FBI, of 191 sample zases
solved, it was responsible for 76 solutions; the police,
34; and joint police-FBI efforts, 81. In all, FBI-oolice
efforts led to the solution of 83 percent of our sample
cases.
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;-anaits were universally identified, however, through
straightforward investigative actions; few bandits were
identified through interstate investigation. Therefore,
despite the primacy of the FBI role, we believe the solice
could successfully complete most of these investigations.
The scope of FBI operations, which transcends local juris-
dictions, however, provides the FBI with the capability to
solve many bank robberies by linking previously identified
bandits to multiple bank robberies. We believe tile FBI
could continue to link oandits to mult;ole robberies
with a reduced investigative role.

Bank robberies are solved through
straightforward actions

Straightforward investigative actions routinely taken
by both the police and 'BI led to all 191 solutions in our
sample of 230 cases. Sucn actions include

--capture at the crime scene or during
the attempted getaway,

--followup of leads available at or in the
vicinity of the crime scene, and

-- followup of tips.

Capture at the crime scene
or durin attemedqgetaway

Law enforcement officers agree that the best ooportu-
nity for solving bank robberies is to respond quickly and
apprehend the candit at the bank or during the getaway.
Police patrol officers normally arrive at the crime scene
oefore the FBI or police detectives. Thus, they dominate
in bandit apprehensions at the scene or during the getaway.

The following examples were among the cases solved by
quick response.

-- While being robbed, a teller was able to
signal another employee of the robbery in
progress. Police were notified and responded
in time to arrest the bandit at the scene
before he obtained any loot.
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-- The bandit fled on foot after robbing a
bank of $2,025. He was apprehended
within 20 minutes, only 10 blocks from the
bank, oy responding police detectives.

-- The bandit roboed a bank of $3,500 and fled
with three hostages. Responding police
observed the bandit leaving the scene and
gave cnase. After a 45-mile chase, police,
assisted by a helicopter, stooped the get-
away vehicle and captured the bandit. The
hostages were not injured.

Followup of leads available at or
in the vicinity of the crime scine

Most solutions result from investigative leads avail-
able at or in the vicinity of the crime scene. Most leads
are provided by witnesses or by physical evidence. without
the FBI presence, however, police would follow up on these
leads since the general police policy is to pursue any
investigation with promising leads.

Witnesses frequently provide such information as vehicle
license numbers and descriptions and physical descriptions
of bandits. Witness information is usually readily avail-
able and most frequently is provided by bank employees or by
persons in the immediate vicinity of the bank. Display of
surveillance photographs, a form of physical evidence,
frequently facilitates witness leads.

Gathering physical evidence at the crime scene usually
consists of searching for anything left beiind by the ban-
dit, such as a demand note, and dusting for fingerprints.
In banks with surveillance cameras, the film is obtained
and quickly developed. The FDI and police also search the
vicinity of the crime for evidence left behind by the ban-
dits, sucn as disguise material, weapons, or a getaway car.

Surveillance photographs are an invaluable investiga-
tive aid. The photographs are routinely displayed to bank
employees and potential witnesses in the bank's vicinity.
PhotograPhs may also be displayed in newspapers and on tele-
vision and may be disseminated among law enforcement
officials.
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The following are examples of solutions resulting from
investigative leads available at or around the crime scene:

-- The FBI traced the getaway vehicle
license number provided by a witness.
The owner of the vehicle identified
the bandit from a surveillance
photograph.

-- Witnesses provided local police with the
getaway car's license plate number and a
description of the bandit. Tracing the
license plate number led the police to
the bandit's home, where the stolen money
and other evidence was obtained.

--A witness directed the FII and police to
a house where the bandit had been seen.
A search of the house located the bandit
hiding in a closet. The $69,344 stolen
in the robbery was found in the basement.

-- The bandit was identified by a service
station attendant after local police
displayed a surveillance photograph.
The bandit subsequently confessed d"ri.ng
an FBI interview.

-- The FBI obtained a paper found by police
with the robber's name on it in a change of
clothes left by the bandit near the bank.
The FBI displayed surveillance photographs
to members of the bandit's family who
confirmed the identification.

--The FBI identified the bandit after display-
ing surveillance photos to individuals at an
address found on the demand note recovered by
police at the scene.

Followup of tips

Tips come from a variety of sources and can be very
important to the solution of bank robberies. Police or FBI
informants provided the followin.3 types of crucial informa-
tion in sample case solutions.
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-- An informant provided information that
certain persons nad possessed dye-stained
money. The FBI compared these persons'
fingerprints with those found at the
robbery scene and found that one oerson
was the bandit.

--A police informant identified the two
bandits and described the getaway car.
The police notified the F8I and subse-
quently apprehended the bandits after an
armed robbery in which one bandit shot
and killed a drugstore employee.

-- An FBI informant provided a possible name
of the bandit. A background check con-
nected the name to the getaway car and
confirmed the subject as the bandit.

--An informant told local police that the
subject was robbing banks. Evidence
obtained as a result of a police surveil-
lance of the subject's home confirmed the
subject as the bandit in a robbery.

Tips are also provided by citizens who volunteer infor-
mation, usually on a confidential basis. Tips may also come
from associates of the bandits, some of whom are in police
custody. Other tips are provided by persons who telephone
the police or the FRT with information in response to reward
programs. For example:

--An anonymous caller to the FBI identified
one bandit from a photograph broadcast on
television. During a joint FBI-police
interview, the bandit implicated his
accomplice.

-- After a surveillance photograph was shown
.n television and in the newspaper, a
person contacted the FBI and provided the
name of a subject matcning the photograph.
Subsequent investigation confirmed that the
subject was the oandit.
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Interstate investigation
solvea few cases

Interstate investigations do rot olay a major role in
solving most bank robberies. Only 9 of the 191 sample cases
solved were facilitated by interstate investigation. Thus,
the FI's nationwide jurisdiction and organization were not
vital to most bank robbery solutions.

However, in tnose cases involving bandits operating
interstate, the FBI's nationwide jurisdiction and organiza-
tion are important. They facilitate (1) pursuing investiga-
tive leads obtained at the crime scene or during subsequent
investigation in other States and (2) sharing information
obtained by agents in several field offices. By contrast,
police must rely on informal agreements with other police
agencies, the effect'veness of which varies greatly.

The following are examples of the few solutions which
were facilitated by interstate investigation:

-- Local police provided the FBI with information
obtained from a confidential source. FBI
followup investigation in another State led
to the identification of a subject---already
in custody for escaping from a Federal
prison--as the robber in this case.

-- Tne FSI conducted an extensive investigation
to identify a bandit who robbed a Texas
bank of over $14,000 in cash and travelers'
checks. vine otner F3I field offices and the
Identification and Laboratory Divisions parti-
cioated in following leads as the bandit
traveled through various States cashing the
stolen checks. Nearly 9 months later an FBI
agent in another State recognized the bandit
in a surveillance ohoto taken while the
bandit was casning one of the stolen checks.
Tne agent had arrested the bandit the
Qrevious month in connection with a N!ew Mexico
oank robbery.
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The FBI does play a role in
lin _K andtilts to multitle robberies

Although police officials generally indicated they
could assume a greater responsibility for bank robbery
investigations, they did say they would prefer to rely upon
the FBI to help link bandits to multiole robberies. Fifty-
four percent of the identified robbers in our sample had
roboed two or more banks.

Once a Bandit has been identified or apprehended in
connection with a bank robbery or some other crime, the FBI
or local police may be able to solve other crimes, including
bank robberies, by linking the bandit to them. This is
usually done by comparing photographs and methods of opera-
tion from unsolved robberies and may be facilitated by
bandit confessions.

Linking bandits to multiple robberies offers several
advantages:

-- Investiqative effort in several cases may be
focused against a single robber or group of
robbers, thus saving investigative time.

-- Many cases Anay be removed from an unsolved
status tnrough the identification of a bandit.

--A stronger prosecutive case may be possible.

Linking bandits to multiple robberies removed 74 cases
(39 percent) from an unsolved status in our sample. In all
these cases, however, the bandits were identified as a
result of straightforward investigative actions as described
previously.

Local police routinely attempt to link suspects to
multiple crimes. However, the FBI is in a better position
to link bandits to multiple bank robberies because its
investigative scope transcends local jurisdictions. The
Los Angeles field office, for example, according to the FBI,
encompasses 113 city police departments and 7 county sheriff
departments. Thus FBI agents in a given field office are
in a position to note similarities in bandit descriptions
and methods of operation which occur in several local
jurisdictions. We believe the FBI could continue to link
bandits to multiple bank robberies with a reduced investi-
gative role.
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following are examples of cases solved by linking:

-- This bandit was identified as a bank
robbery suspect after his third robbery
as the result of tracing a getaway vehiclelicense number. He was linked to our sample
roDoery and 8 other suosequent robberies,for a total of 12, ov comparing surveillance
photographs and methods of operation.

-- 3y comparing methods of operation and
surveillance photographs, the FBI linked
4 unknown subjects to a series of 14 rob-
ceries commnitted over a 3-year period.
The subjects were ultimately identified
when the wife of one informed on him.
He subsequently identified the other
bandits.

VIEWS OF LAA FNFORCEMENT OFFICIALS ON
A REDUCED FEDERAL INVESTIGATIVE ROLE

State and local law enforcement authorities were
generally satisfied with the current level of FBI involve-ment in bank robbery investigations. They indicated thattne FBI's ability to devote extensive resources to bankrobbery investigations and to conduct interstate and multi-jurisdictional investigations would be difficult for localagencies to duplicate. Tone views of Federal law enforcement
officials varied.

Views of local Eolice and
our ooservations

If the F3I were to reduce its role, local policeofficials generally believed their agencies could assume agreater investigative burden. However, several officialssaid their agencies would have to aoply additional resourcesto oank roobbery investigations. Considering the resourcesavailable to Metropolitan police departments and the rela-tively small Portion of total robberies which bank robberiesrepresent, tne adaitic:nal workload for most colice jurisdic-tions would be small.
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Several police officials also indicated that the over-
all bank robbery solution rate may dimi-ish because poli.ce
would not give the same level of investigative attention to
all bank robberies that the FBI currently does. They said
that police would generally treat bank robberies the same
as robberies of other commercial establishments, giving more
investigative attention to those involving violence or large
losses. The setting of investigative priorities, though,
is a common practice. Because the losses associated with
bank robberies are substantially larger than with all
other robberies--$3,190 versus $338 in 1976--banks would
still Probably receive more attention than other types
of robberies.

Police officials also said they would have the same
difficulty in connecting multijurisdictional bank robberies
as they have with other crimes because of their limited
jurisdictional oversight. For this reason, several thought
the FBI should continue to act as a focal point for matching
bank roober methods of operation and descriptions. State
police agencies in North Carolina, Pennsylvania, and Michi-
gan indicated they could also provide such assistance to
local police if necessary.

Views of Department of Justice and
FBI officials and our observations

FBI field office reaction Lo a reduced FBI role varied,
although most were opposed. Los Angeles field office repre-
sentatives, for example, stated that the FBI could not
remain effective unless its investigative effort were main-
tained at current levels. In addition, they speculated that
the number of bank robberies would substantially increase
once the criminals became aware of a reduced FBI role.

we have no certain knowledge of the deterrent effect
on potential robbers of the risks they run because of FBI
involvement. Howeer, on the basis of our analysis of bank
robbery solutions, we believe that most bank robberies could
be solved by local police with a supplemental FBI role.
Hence, any deterrent effect of a high likelihood of appre-
h;ension would remain.

Special agents in charge of the Charlotte and
Philadelphia field offices were in favor of a reduced FBI
role in order to devote more resources to the FBI's highest
priority areas of organized and white collar crime. They
said that sone local police agencies may need additional
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investigative training to be effective but said that the
FBI could probably provide such training.

Recent events suggest that the Federal role in bank
robbery investigations will be reduced in the near future.
In a FeBruary 2P, 1978, statement before the House Subcom-
mittee on Civil and Constitutional Aignts, Committee on the
Judiciary, the Attorney General said that the future em-phasis of F1l criminal investigations should be on the in-
vestigation of offenses which, because of their nature and
scope, can be better handled at tne Federal level. Me addedthat routine offenses, which can De investigated equally
well oy Federal or local authorities, should be left to
local law enforcement agencies. In addition, the Deoartmentof Justice had previously identified bank robbery as a crime
of great local concern for which, in many instances, local
law enforcement agencies may provide the most apropriate
cessoilse.

Further, the FBI'S fiscal year 1979 budget appropria-
tion request for Sank robbery investigations has been reduced
22 Percent by the Office of ,;er.agement and Budget. A Depart-
ment official told us that th-e reduction was based on the
theory that State and local Folice can handle a greatershare of the investigative responsibilities. During
testimony given on March 14, 1978, before a House Appro-
priations Subcommittee, the Attorney General said,

"The local police in the metropolitan areas are
doing a much better job of catching bank robbers.
That is what we would like to see done. In the
rural areas I think it is not realistic to say
that the FBI can get out of that business, but
in the cities they can."

Subsequently, in discussing investigative Priorities and
resource allocation, tne FBI Director said less attention
may be devoted to bank robberies in order to devote suffi-
cient resources to the oriority investigative areas of
organized crimne, white collar crime, and foreign cuinter-
intelligence.
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CtIdAPER 4

MORE RANK RO3?ERY PROSECUTIONS ARE

POSSIBLE AT THE LOCAL LEVEL

In 1975 the Department of Justice's Criminal Division
sough; to reduce the Federal role in bank robberies by
encouraging U.S. attorneys to defer prosecutions of bank
robbers to local authorities, when appropriate. The Depart-
ment took this action because it recognized that the Federal
r'ie in bank robbery investigations and prosecutions exceeded
Doth congressional intent and Federal interest. To date,
however, only two of the eight U.S. attorneys included in
our review have taken action to reduce the Federal role.

JUSTICE DEPARTMENT PROSECUTIVE POLICY
ENCOURACES DEFERRAL BUT FEDERAL
PROSECUTIVE POLICY HAS NOr CHANGED

Generally, apprehended bank robbers were prosecuted
federally unless the subjects were juveniles, mentally in-
competent, or involved in a more serious local violation.
Officials at six of the eight U.S. attorneys' offices told
us they had taken little or no action to change the Federal
prosecutive role as suggested by a 1975 Department of Justice
memorandum to all U.S. attorneys. In that memorandum, the
Department's Criminal Division said it would support efforts
of U.S. attorneys to encourage State prosecution of bank
robberies.

As shown by the following table, U.S. attorneys
prosecuted 77 percent of the 237 identified robbers involved
in our sample.

Number of Prosecuted by
FBI identified U.S. Local Not

field office robbers attorneys attorneys Both prosecuted

Charlotte 45 28 7 0 1C
Cleveland 25 20 3 0 2
Dallas 26 18 5 0 3
Detroit 29 25 3 0 1
Houston 11 e 4 2 0
Los Angeles 75 66 7 0 2
Priiladelohia 26 20 3 0 3

Total 237 182 32 2 21
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Representatives of the Dallas and Houston U.S. attorneys
believed that their Dank rookery prosecution policies
generally met the intent of the Department's memoranduml and,

as a result, saw no need to change their policies. These
offices generally support local prosecution of bank rob-
beries twhen the FsI does not play a major investigative
role.

In Charlotte, Cleveland, Raleigh, and Los Angeles, the

U.S. attorneys generally prosecute all bank robbers unless
the subjects: are juveniles, mentally incompetent, or are
charged witsi a more serious local crime, such as murder.
These U.S. attorneys had not changed their prosecution
policies in response to the Department's memorandum.

The Cleveland U.S. attorney said he would maintain the
present Federal prosecutive role in his district until the

Department of Justice issued specific guidelines to do
otherwise. He believed, however, that local prosecutors
could handle the responsibility.

The Raleigh U.S. attorney said he discussed the
possibility of deferring bank robbery cases with represen-
tatives of 3 of the 10 prosecuting agencies in his district
and found them receptive to the idea. He said, however,
that no changes would be made in his current policies as
long as the FBI carried out the primary responsibility for
investigating bank robberies.

The chief deputy U.S. attorney in Los Angeles said that
no changes have been made in prosecutive policies princi-
pally Decause {1) the substantial volume of robberies in
the Los Angeles area constitutes a major crime problem which
the numerous local police agencies could not coordinate
against effectively without the FEI's assistance and (2) the
local prosecuting agency which would receive the bulk of
deferred bank robbery cases indicated it would have dif-
ficulty accenting any additional burden.

U.<. attornevs in Philadelphia and Detroit are taking
steps to reduce the Federa' orosecutive role. In Philadel-
,hia tne cni2t of the Gener '1 Crime Unit said the U.S.
attorney beqan in late 1977 deferring cases to local prose-
cuitor involving bank robbers apprehended principally as a

result of local police efforts. In addition, he indicated
cases are being deferred which involve an unarmed lone Dan-
dit using a demand note. Thnis official commented that the
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reoartment of Justice should issue clear and specific
national cguidelines for deferring bank robbery cases to
local nrosecutors.

Tne U.S. attorney in Detroit was in the process of
developing guidelines for deferring bank roobery cases to
local prosecutors. He said that the guidelines were still
in their "iifancy" but that interstate robbers would
probably continue to oe Prosecuted federally.

In April 1978 the Department of Justice's Criminal
Division asked U.S. attorneys to provide recommendations
regarding bank robbery prosecutive guidelines in anticipa-
tion of a budget reduction in FBI bank roblery investiga-
tions. U.S. attorney responses to this request could pro-
vide further insight into the effect of fewer Federal
prosecutions.

LOCAL PROSECUTORS' VIEWS ON
FEWER FEDERAL PROSECUTIOtNS

With one exception, local prosecutors generally
believed their agencies could handle the prosecution of bank
robbers should the Federal involvement lessen. Several
indicated, however, that Federal prosecution offers certain
advantages, such as

-- less crowded local court dockets allowing
speedier trials and

-- more consistert -eln .ccing by Federal
judges.

Local prosecut'ors or their representatives gave the
following reactions to fewer Federal prosecutions.

-- In Pennsylvania three local prosecutors
stated their agencies had sufficient
expertise and resources to handle all
bank rubber prosecutions. They did not
believe bank robberies had any unique
characteristics which necessitated Federal
prosecution. One prosecutor, however,
thought Federal sentencing practices were
better than those of local courts.
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-- In North Carolina two local prosecutors
said their agencies could prosecute all
bank robbers, although they would prefer
not to handle the more complex cases
involving a large amount of time. They
did not believe bank robberies generally
had characteristics whicti reauired Federal
prosecution.

--In Ohio and Michigan four local prosecutors
said their agencies could prosecute all bank
robbers. However, one Michigan prosecutor
said his agency mnay need to add one or two
attorneys to handle bank robbery prosecutions.

The Los Angeles County district attorney's office,
nowever, was concerned that it did not have sufficient re-
sources to handle prosecutions of bank robbers. Th ? chief
deputy district attorney said that his agency was already
seriously understaffed and would have difficulty absorbing
additional workload of any kind. He agreed that the nature
of the crime was local and could appropriately be handled
by local prosecutors but preferred to maintain the present
prosecutive arrangement because of resource limitations.



CAPTFER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOC'1iEWNDTIONlS

CONCLUSIONS

Federal law enforcement policy has consistently called
for a restrictive epplication of Federal resources in areas
of concurrent jurisdiction, particularly with regard to bank
robbery. Even tnough bank robberies do not represent a
unique oroblem for law enforcement, the F3I and U.S. attor-
neys have estaolished investigative and prosecutive prac-
tices which result in local authorities playing a sub-
ordinate role.

In effect, the Federal Government has assumed responsi-
bility for a State and local problem. Local authorities
are generally satisfied with the current Federal role, as
it allows them to use their limited resources in other ways.
However, the additional workload resulting from a reduced
Federal role would be small for most police agencies.

The FBI and U.S. attorneys also have limited resources.
They share priorities of organized and white collar crime,
while the FBI also has responsibility for foreign counter-
intelligence. The Director of the FBI has said more re-
sources need to be applied to these national priorities.
In addition, the Attorney General recently said that routine
offenses which can be investigated equally well by Federal
or local authorities should be left to local law enforcement
agencies.

We believe the Federal role in bank robberies can and
shou d be substantially reduced. To mi.nimize the potc.,-
tial.y disruptive effects on some loc.al agencies, it may
be useful to reduce the Federal role gradually. A transi-
tion period would permit local authorities to prepare for
assuming a greater investigative and prosecutive role.
The length of the transition period may vary by locality
due to variations in State and local law enforcement capa-
abilities and the willingness of local officials to assume
the primary responsibility for pursuing these crimes. Like-
wise the ultimate balance among the Federal, State, and
local law enforcemei.t efforts mnay also vary due to varying
circumstances in State and local jurisdictions.
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PECOMMENDATIONS

We recommend that the Attorney General direct the FBI
to establish and carry out a plan to minimize the Federal
investigative involvement in bank robberies. The plan
should provide that, after a reasonable transition period,
the FBI's involvement would generally be limited to ssist-
ing police by

-- serving as a clearinghouse for linking
bank robberies in various jurisdictions
and

-- aiding interstate investigation of bank
robberies.

We also recommend that the Attorney General establish
prosecutive guidelines for bank robbery to minimize Federal
prosecution except in cases where Federal proceLdures facili-
tate prosecution.
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CHAPTER 6

AGENCY COMMENTS AND OUR RESPONSE

The Department of Justice generally agreed with the basic
conclusion of our report that the Federal role in the inves-
tigation and prosecution of bank robberies within Federal
jurisdiction should be reduced. The Department, howe er, did
not fully agree with our recommendations if they are construed
or intended to eliminate the Discretion of the U.S. attorneys
or remove the FBI from the realm of bank robbery investiga-
tions.

We did not intend that uniform and rigid national guide-
lines be established. We recognize that local conditions
vary and, therefore, flexibility in Federal investigative and
prosecutive approaches is desirable. However, we believe that
the current Federal role in bank robbery investigations and
prosecutions exceeds and will continue to exceed the role in-
tended by the Congress, unless the Department of Justice
strongly encourages State and local law enforcement officials
to take a more active role in bank robbery investigations and
prosecutions.

Unless the Federal Government encourages State and local
jurisdictions to fully exert their law enforcement responsi-
bilities, we can see little prospect for putting into practice
the policies consistently articulated by the Attorney General.
In this regard, the Assistant Attorney General, Criminal
Division, in a memorandum dated September 8, 1975, to the At-
torney General recommended efforts to reduce the Federal law
enforcement role in bank robbery:

"It is suggested that State and local law enforce-
ment agencies in such [high bank robbery volume]
cities are competent to handle typical bank rob-
bery casr,, which usually involve fairly straight-
forward principles of investigation and prosecution.
It is also suggested that State and local law
enforcement officials, not unlike their counter-
parts, view bank robberies as holding considerable
interest for their con.munities and would naturally
like to handle them. It should be of prime impor-
tance to us, as federal officials, that the State
and local law enforcement remain strong and deter-
mined. To take all the attractive cases for federal
prosecution seems a curious way by which to encour-
age vigorous State and local efforts."
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Our concern centers primarily on the fact that only twoof the eight U.S. attorneys included in our review had takensteps to reduce the Federal prosecutive role. (See p. 26.)
In addition, the Criminal Division has suggested that U.S.
attorneys consider eight factors to determine whether Federalprosecution for bank robbery is appropriate. The first
factor is the degree of Federal investigative involvement inthe matter. Thus, unless the FBI investigative practice
changes, Federal Frosecution is likely to remain dominant.

The Department also said that the favorable level of
success achieved through the cooperative efforts of the FBIand local law enforcement agencies would certainly diminish
if the FBI restricts its activities to that of a clearinghouse
for bank robbery investigations.

Our recommended role does not preclude the FBI fromresponding to each bank robbery, especially during the tran-
sition period, if it believes this is necessary. We believe
that, in most locations, the initial response to the sceneshould be minimal. This response would not make the FBI
dependent upon obtaining the facts of these crimes from the
local investigating agency, and would put the FBI in a posi-
tion to actively pursue those seemingly few cases involving
interstate investigation. Naturally, these cases would beamong those which the FBI would most actively investigate be-
cause these would be the type cases in which Federal prosecu-tions would be most appropriate. The minimal response would
place the FBI in the position of supplementing the police, as
the legislation intended, rather than the FBI superseding thepiice as is the current situation.

Additionally, FBI participation in the initial investi-gation would also alleviate the problem raised by the De-
partment of not being able to follow up leads in other localjurisdictions.

After a period of operating at this reduced level, theinvestigative experience may indicate that further reductions
in the Federal effort may be feasible.

We believe our recommendations offer a proper goal for
the ultimate Federal response to bank robberies, considering
the nature of the crimes, the methods of solution, and At-
torney General policy statements regarding the appropriateFederal role relative to State and local jurisdictions. Unless
a clear, broad goal is established providing direction and un-less specific steps toward achieving the goal are implemented,
we believe efforts to reduce the Federal response may falter.
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The Department also takes issue with our reference to
the FBI Director's statement that less attention may be
devoted to bank robberies in order to devote sufficient
resources to priority investigative areas. It cautions
against inferring that the enforcement of the Federal Bank
Robbery and Incidental Crimes Statute is hindering or pre-
venting the allocation of manpower resources to these
priority areas. We believe our reference to the Director's
statement is appropriate. Given budget restrictions, de-
cisionmakers must make hard decisions regarding the most
effective use of limited resources. The FBI Director
recognized this in a March 1978 directive to the field of-
fices. That directive stated:

"FBIHQ (headquarters] is aware that many offices
are currently encountering staffing problems
to meet their top priority investigations. We
must recognize that, in the future, it may not
be possible to commit extensive manpower resources
to every BR [bank robbery] investigation as has
been the policy in the past."
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CHAPTER 7

SCOPE OF REVIEW

The information and conclusions in this report are
based on our work between December 1977 and April 1978 at
F3I headquarters and field offices in Charlotte, North
Carolina; Cleveland, Ohio; Dallas and Houston, Texas;
Detroit, Michigan; Los Angeles, California; and Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania. These seven field offices provide broad geo-
graphic and demographic coverage of the bank robbery prob-
lem. Furtnermore, 27 percent of the Nation's Sank robberies
in fiscal year 1977 occurred within their jurisdictions.

Our work included analyzing bank robbery cases, inter-
viewing law enforcement and financial institution officials,
and examining pertinent legislation.

Each FBI field office provided GAO with a list of bank
robbery cases closed during fiscal year 1977 for which it
served as office with prime investigative responsibility.
A closed case represents a solved case or one with no
further logical investigative leaus. After verifying tne
lists, we randomly selected 230 cases for analysis, as
shown below:

Number of bank robbery cases
closed during

Field division fiscal year 1977 Sample cases

Charlotte 110 30
Cleveland 78 25
Dallas 33 15
Detroit 189 35
Houston 63 15
Los Angeles 842 80
Philadelphia 147 30

Total 1,462 230

We did not have access to FBI investigative files.
However, we were allowed access to copies of selected reports
describing each sample robbery and summarizing the investi-
gative actions. there these reports did not answer our
questions, we interviewed the special agents or their super-
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visors, who worked on the cases. Further, analysis of many
cases included interviewing local police officials and re-
viewing their investigative files.

In addition to our discussions with the FBI headquarters
and field office officials, we also held discussions with
representatives of

-- the Department of Justice,

--8 U.S. attorneys,

-- 16 local prosecutors, and

-- 27 State and local police agencies.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20530

Addres Heply to the

Divilion Indicated

and RIler to Initials and Number

M'G . z i. ,78

Mr. Victor L. Lowe
Director
General Government Division
United States General Accounting Office
Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Lowe:

We appreciate the opportunity given the Department
to review and comment on the draft of your proposed report
to the Congress entitled "Bank Robbery--The Federal Law
Enforcement Role Should Be Reduced."

We have carefully reviewed the draft report, and we
are in general agreement with its basic conclusion,
namely, that the Federal government should assume a less
dominant role in the investigation and prosecution of bank
robberies within Federal jurisdicticn. To this end, the
Department has encouraged State prosecution of bank robberies
when, in the judgment of the U.S. attorneys, the case could
be handled more appropriately in State court. Many U.S.
attorneys have responded to such encouragement by establish-
ing guidelines within their districts whereby certain types
of bank robbery matters are normally referred to State or
local prosecutors. The issuance of such guidelines, on
a district-by-district basis, is consistent with Department
policy to allow U.S. attorneys the prosecutorial discretion
needed in areas of concurrent jurisdiction.

However, we do not fully agree with the recommendations
contained in the report if they are construed or intended
to eliminate the discretion of the U.S. attorneys or remove
the FBI from the realm of bank robbery investigations.
We do, of course, recognize that increased demands are being
placed upon the limited manpower resources available to
the FBI to carry out its overall law enforcement mission
and that some limitations are necessary in certain areas
of the FBI's work, such as bank robbery matters. To meet
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this problem, the FBI has begun taking steps to insure that
manpower resources allocated to the ban;. robbery program
are in line with current investigative and prosecutive
priorities.

Following an extensive analysis of the FBI's bank robbery
program in March 1978, the Special Agents in Charge of FBI
field offices were directed to re-evaluate bank robbery
response plans to determine whether the resources allocated
in this area were being used in a responsible, effective,
and efficient manner. Factors considered in this evaluation
included the expertise of local law enforcement authorities,
field office priorities, ability and cooperativeness of
local prosecutors, and manpower requirements. As a result
of this analysis, the Department conceived the "area approach"
as a viable solution. With the adoption of this approach,
the Department has purposely refrained from establishing
national prosecutive guidelines which would determine for
each and every U.S. attorney the types of bank robbery cases
to be prosecuted and the types to be referred for State
or local prosecution. Under the "area approach," local
law enforcement and prosecutive agencies and the FBI and
U.S. attorneys establish law enforcement committees in each
district to discuss investigative and prosecutive guide-
lines. These committees enhance the enforcement of con-
current jurisdiction crimes, such as bank robbery, and
promote cooperation and efficient use of Federal, State,
and local prosecutorial and investigative resources. At
the present time such committees have been formed in 27
districts.

Each of the U.S. attorneys has to consider a variety
of factors before determining wh.ther it is appropriate
to automatically refer certain types of bank robberies to
State prosecutors. The abilities of rural police departments
to solve bank robberies vary substantially, as do the abilities
of large-city local prosecutors to add bank robberies to
their case loads. r.S. attorneys have to consider such
factors as:

-- The degree of Federal investigative involvement
in the matter.

-- The involvement by the offender in multi-jurisdiction
activities.
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-- The use of a firearm or other dangerous weapon
during the offense.

-- The prior committing of similar offenses by the
offenders.

--Whether or not there is a backlog of Federal cases
awaiting trial.

-- The ability and determination of State and local
authorities to prosecute effectively.

--The relative sentences imposed in Federal and State
or local courts.

-- The commission of other crimes during the course
of the bank robbery.

Hence the Department is extremely hesitant to support g.Iid
national investigative and prosecutive guidelines.

In regard to the report recommendation relating to
investigations, we would like to point out that the favorable
level of success achieved through the cooperative efforts
of the FBI and local law enforcement agencies would certainly
diminish if the FBI restricts its activities to that of
a "clearinghouse" for bank robbery investigations as recom-
mended by GAO.

The current success of the FBI in linking bank robberies
lies in its ability to respond to the crime scene, gather
the facts of the violation, and conduct an appropriate
investigation in a matter of hours--not days or weeks aswould result if the FBI were forced to be dependent upon
reports from local agencies.

Another problem which would arise if the FBI limited
itself to a "clearinghouse" role lies in the area of the
follow-up investigations which would be required after FBI
analysis. A local agency would not be bound to follow up
on leads provided by the FBI.

In regard to that part of the recommendation which
proposes to limit the FBI to "aiding interstate investi-
gation of bank robberies," GAO gives no indication of the
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criteria that should be used for judging the interstate
nature of a violation and the appropriateness of an FBI
investigation.

On page 31, the report states that the FBI Director
said less attention might be devoted to bank robberies in
order to devote sufficient resources to the priority investi-
gative areas of organized and white-collar crime and foreign
counterintelligence because these areas have been designated
as national priority matters. These priority designations
were made to assist the Special Agents in Charge of FBI
field offices in assigning manpower resources to investi-
gations, evaluating local law enforcement needs, and encourag-
ing the development, where appropriate, of higher priority
cases. It would be erroneous to construe the Director'9
statement as implying the enforcement of the Federe.l Bank
Robbery and Incidental Crimes Statute is hindering or
preventing the allocation of manpower resources to these
priority areas.

We appreciate the opportunity given us to comment on
the report. If you have any additional questions, please
feel Lree to contact us.

Sincerely,

Kevin D. Roen
Assistant Attorney Genel

for Administration

(184'3)
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